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Abstract 

 

Extracting defined information from the huge data set really challenging task for many 
researchers especially this data set like image data’s process is too complex. Because image 
data consist of motion, time, text, audio, pixel difference and more. From this complex data 
set extracting the domain knowledge take more time. This process differs from traditional text 
mining, because the nature of the data sets. Extracting information from image data user 
need additional knowledge i.e. users required domain knowledge. This attracts many users 
concentrate on this field. Currently many research works carried on this particular domain. 
Advancement of technology more and more image data are created and uses, for this urgent 
attention required in the field of image mining. This paper focuses image mining help of 
clustering technique. First video data are grouped into frames, from the cleaned frameset 
process are done client and server side operations. The proposed technique works well, 
experimental results also verified this.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Technology brings image based extraction so simple 
and easy to the users. This process brings the output 
with greater accuracy. Toda most of the application 
are used this process effectively some of them are in 
traffic control, criminal analysis. Weather and for 
costing, finance, marketing, operations and more. In 
the above domain vast amount of images are 
collected and constructed image data based. From 
this huge data sets extraction of needed knowledge 
on of the challenge task for many researchers. 
Reason today most of the research work is carried in 
this particular domain. It not only brings the need 
information it also brings the greater accuracy.  In 
video data mining the most challenging task aims to 
performthese operations automatically and extracts 
the needed knowledge effectively. Many image 
mining algorithms performs this operation effectively. 
Increasing the content of the image day by day it is 
required advance searching operations on this field. 
It helps the researchers and users extract the 
needed cone tent and improve the searching 
operation in the field of education, training, and many 
industrial functions. But this process not easy to 
develop because nature of the input data sets. 
Creation of image data sets are easy, retrieve the 
need content from this data set are challenging task 
to users.  
Video data mining performs its operation on the 
following category 1. Understand the input data sets 

2. Content based extraction 3. Knowledge extraction 
4. Knowledge representation 5. Store the relevant 
contents. This process is need domain knowledge 
and proper mining techniques. Most of the image 
data sets are containing sequential and 
multidimensional properties this property we need to 
treated properly.The proposed method can find the 
best matching sequence in many messy match 
results, which effectively excludes false “high 
similarity” noise and compensate the limited 
description of image low-level visual features. This 
functions are mostly treated separately this attributes 
are not able to mix with other functions. Based on 
this work motive in this paper the input video files are 
converted to static frames, using image properties 
those frames are analyzed and noisy frames are 
separated. Using RGB based image pixel property 
images are stored and retie rived based on the users 
input image query.  

EXISTING SYSTEM   

A new approach is carried out for deep concept-
based multimedia information retrieval, which 
focuses on high-level human knowledge, perception, 
incorporating subtle nuances and emotional 
impression on the multimedia resources.  
It provides a critical evaluation of the most common 
current Multimedia Information Retrieval approaches 
and proposes an innovative adaptive method for 
multimedia information search that overcomes the 



current limitations. The main focus of this approach 
is concerned with image discovery and recovery by 
collaborative semantic indexing and user relevance 
feedback analysis.  
 

Drawback of existing System 

1. No proper clustering algorithm. 
2. Cluster formation takes more time. 
3. System works only specific set of files only. 
4. One or two image attributes only consider. 
5. Efficient and effectiveness regarding image  

Retrieval is low. 
 

PROPOSED SYSTEM   

Proposed system works based on image RGB pixel 
evaluation . First video files are converted into static 
frames from this unwanted i.e. duplicate frames are 
eliminated using image  
threshold value. After refined frames are stored for 
further operation. Using hieratical clustering 
technique frames are trained client and server 
process. This technique image extraction gets 
improved and the same more number of outputsis 
extracted for given input frame. Experimental 
explains this process more detailed. 
 

Advantage of proposed Technique 

1. Works well in all type of video files. 
2.  Input data sets consist of cleaned frames. 
3. Cluster formation are quick compare to  

Existing image mining technique. 
4. Retrieved more number of outputs. 
5. Efficiency improved.  

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

VIDEO MINING  

Data mining defines extract the new knowledge from 
the stored data set. In the same video data mining 
defines finding interesting pattern that are unknown 
before.  Every mining process undergone the 
preprocessing operations because of noisy data 
need to be cleaned before it starts extracted. Here 
the preprocessing operation of video mining shown 
in the fig 1. In stage 1 raw video data are converted 
into frames, noisy frames are eliminated ,cleaned 

frames are stored in the target data base for further 
operations.  Those data sets are transformed into 
operations data base for finding knowledge. This 
extracted knowledge represents to the user 
community.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Data mining Interactive Process system. 

 

MOST COMMONLY USED TECHNIQUES IN DATA 
MINING ARE 

Artificial neural networks 

This similar for biological network structure. Process 
consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. 
Based on the input hidden layer may added and form 
multi layer architecture. This technique consist of 
back rogation helps the users to derive the need 
output. This technique works well when other data 
mining classification not produced satisfied result.  

Decision trees 

Data sets are represented in hierarchical structure. 
Each structure characterizes decision and outcome 
of the decisions.  Many decision tree algorithms are 
available , pre pruning and post pruning technique 
helps to eliminate noise in the give data set.  

Nearest neighbor method 

 One of the best clustering technique. Information’s 
are processed based on the values assigned. This 
technique never required and background 
knowledge. Most similar data are combined and form 
one unique big data sets.  
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Rule induction 

Decisions are derived based on rule based 
operation. After constructing rules , finding the best 
rule are needed. Many of these technologies have 
been in use for more than a decade in specialized 
analysis tools that work with relatively small volumes 
of data 

VIDEO CLASSIFICATION  

After frames are cleaned , frames are stored in the 
operational data set. This video classification defined 
assign proper labels among the groups. It helps the 
users to extract the needed information accordingly. 
Data’s are more closer are put into one group, and 
not more closer are put in other group. Every group 
resolution limits are identified. This process also 
helps to avoid time taken for data extraction . 
Information here properly indexed so extraction is 
easy. Every group one key frame are selected, using 
the key frame groups are easily identified 

VIDEO CLUSTERING  

Clustering is the technique to form the data sets in a 
group. If the items are most similar are grouped to 
one and items are dissimilar they are grouped 
separately.  It helps the identify the similarities 
between the data sets. It also improved the 
searching speed of the user query. Items are 
grouped together so extraction are very easy. 
Number of techniques are used to forming the 
cluster, most of the existing clustering technique 
based on distance between the data points. Based 
on the difference items are grouped. Difference 
between the data points inside the clusters are very 
high compare to the items which far away from the 
group. Among this image mining and video based 
cluster are differ from normal cluster formations. 
Video is the combination are audio, text, motion , 
time and pixel quality. Based on the above video 
clustering is most challenging task for any users. 
Existing clustering technique fall on either top down 
approach or bottom up approach. Either single data 
sets are separated with different groups or different 
items are grouped together and form a one big 
clustering group 

IMAGE MINING  

Increasing the demand of image files today number 
of research work done on this side. This one of the 
most thruster area for many researchers. During the 

image processing two important function need to be 
consider first similarity factor for input and extracting 
frames, which domain this application going to 
applied. Image processing differs from traditional 
mining operations, every image mining done with 
training processes , query process. Before we 
extract any information from the stored content , 
information needs to be trained. Training the image 
data base one of big challenge for the researchers, 
number of technique currently available.  
 
Image Mining Algorithm Steps 

 
The algorithms needed to perform the mining of 
associations within the context of image.  The four 
major image mining steps are as follows: 
1. Attributemine: Video images are converted to 
frames, after successfully eliminate the duplicates it 
is  necessary to find unlikeness of every frames. For 
this any image property are consider. With help 
image property need to construct building dictionary 
of image frames.  
2. Entityclassification: After the process one , it is 
necessary to create entity identification . Each frame 
treated single entity . This step also identifies the 
difference between successive entities. It helps the 
user classify the entities in to different groups.  
3. Generatesupportingdescriptions: Create 
descriptors for every image frames with  help of 
mining. 
4Repeat the step up to all frames are properly 
trained.  
6.Experimetnal outcomes  
 

 
Figure 2.The model input frames of different types of test videos 



Figure 3. Cluster the image 

Figure 4. Different image cluster result 

 

TABLE 1. Cluster formation Vs Time taken 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Image retrieval using RGB technique.  1input and 5 
outputs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Image retrieval using RGB technique.  1input and 5 

 
 
 
 

frmcnt milliseconds category

25 2586 News 

50 2640 News 

75 2625 News 

100 3062 News 

125 3375 News 

150 3421 News 

 
TABLE 2. Frame count Vs Time taken 

 

 
Figure 6.Performance graph Frame count Vs Time taken

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Video data mining today play very important role in 
many industrial and research applications. It helps 
the bring the users needed information’s accurately 
in short period of time. This paper proofs information 
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Frame count Vs Time taken 

Video data mining today play very important role in 
y industrial and research applications. It helps 

the bring the users needed information’s accurately 
in short period of time. This paper proofs information 
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extraction more effectively than existing techniques. 
In future works is to expand the work with other 
image property are combing and bring the more 
accurate result with reduced time period.  
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